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Xiamen Jama Lubricant Co.,Ltd is a lubricants manufacturer, which has grown into 
an enterprise that specializes in researching and developing, manufacturing, selling 
lubricants and providing services. With the domestic car market booming, the demand of 
the vehicle lubricating oil has risen greatly in recent years. Meanwhile, the Chinese 
government spares no effort to promote energy conservation and environment protection, 
as well as promote the upgrading of the car industry, which has boosted the high-end 
lubricating oil market. The great demand of automotive lubricants and the high-end 
consumption trend has pushed the industry into a fast-develop period, during which Jama 
also grew in leaps and bounds. As the demand of lubricants rising year by year, more and 
more lubricants companies home and abroad has been attracted by Chinese market, and 
seized it in a flash, which makes the competition in Chinese lubricants market more 
fiercely. 
By analyzing the marketing strategy of Xiamen Jama lubricants company with 
literature analysis, system analysis, comparative research and  Five Forces Model, etc, as 
well as the current marketing situation and problems, this paper put forward specific 
solutions and get a conclusion that Gama can use online and offline as marketing channels. 
On one hand, consumers can experience themselves from the traditional marketing 
channel for which we also called offline sale, which will promote the sale. On the other 
hand, the internet sale for which we called on line sale, cater to the consumers who loves 
shopping at home. Therefore, Jama will make a great progress in marketing if they take 
the online and off line marketing models effectively.  
There are six parts for the paper. Chapter I is an introduction, which can be specified 
as the reason and the meaning of the paper, the background and the aim, the content and 
the method of the study. Chapter II looks back forward to the related marketing theories 
and the marketing channels. Chapter III focus on the development of domestic car industry 
and the competition environment of Jama. Chapter IV study the current competition 
situation and Problem Analysis of Xiamen Jama. Chapter V,marketing strategy 
optimization of Jama vehicle lubricant oil. Chapter VI, conclusion and outlook. 
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第二节  研究的内容和方法 
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